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Exploring the Form, Function, and Meaning of Esports
Kyle Fitzstevens, OTDS, Susan McDermott , OTD, OTR/L, Becki Cohill, OTD/OTR/L, Karen Park, OTD, OTR/L

BACKGROUND

Esports or electronic sports is a developing
industry that consists of individuals or teams
competing against each other in an
organized setting through video games
(Marelić & Vukušić, 2019). Esports has a
vast amount of professional and amateur
participants that compete in organized official
events. Occupational science is a field that
examines the unique experiences of
individuals that engage in occupations
(Hocking, 2009). These occupations can be
founded on cultural heritage, environmental
influence, or have meaning on an individual
level (Hocking, 2009; Hocking & Wright-St.
Clair, 2011, Hocking et al., 2011, Larson &
Zemke, 2003). Occupational science applies
holistic approaches such as form, function,
and meaning to explore and capture the full
experience of the individuals that participate
in occupations (Larson et al., 2003)

PROBLEM
There is limited research about esports from
the perspective of occupational science or
occupational therapy.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this study is to develop a
written outline to explore the occupation of
esports. This research study will use an
approach inspired by Clare Hocking to
investigate who, what, where, why, when
and how of esports to develop a wellrounded understanding of the occupation
(Hocking 2009). Ultimately, the desired
outcome of this project is to explore the
occupation of esports and bridge the gap in
literature to inform other disciplines and
professions of the global phenomenon of
esports.
Special thanks to Dr. MacDermott, USA faculty , and mentor Dr. McCarthy
for all of your support.

RESEARCH
QUESTION

FINDINGS

What is the form, function, and meaning of
esports?

METHODS
Methods:
This research study utilized a
phenomenological approach to explore the
form, function, and meaning of esports
(Larson & Zemke, 2003; Russel, 2008).
Participants:
Purposive sampling to recruit 5 English
speaking, current esports athletes were
recruited via Reddit and Discord, in
addition to snowball sampling. Each
participant reviewed IRB approved
consent form.
Data Collection
Each individual participated in 2-3 semistructured interviews with 1 optional
observation. A follow up interview for
member checking was conducted with
each participant. Reflexive journaling took
place to address personal biases and
beliefs (Carpenter & Suto, 2008, p. 153154)
Sample Interview Questions:
Form (what, how, where, who)How would
you define esports? How has esports
impacted your life? Function (purpose or
intended outcome) Why do you
participate in esports? Meaning (volition
to participate) What does esports mean to
you? Personally? Culturally?
Data Analysis:
▪ Inductive coding and development of
themes in 6 phases (Braun & Clarke,
2006).
▪ Google Live Transcribe audio to text
software
▪ Dedoose for coding and organization
of themes

Form

Function

▪ Definition of Esports: “I would define esports as the video
game community centered around competitive gameplay and
tournaments.”
▪ Resources and Vibes: “...I think it's important to have
something that you like to look at. Otherwise, you're not going
to enjoy spending long hours at your computer. I got a
keyboard recently and I put a cherry blossom spacebar on it...
So, it's just something I can look down at and I'm like, I enjoy
sitting here…”

▪ META (Most effective tactic available): “META is constantly
evolving and everyone has their theories of what is optimal or
who the best character is and the fun part is even though the
game is 20+ years old, it still changes what character “is the
best". Japan and Peru, widely considered the best players in
Smash 64 come from those regions, are both advancing the
META in different unique ways which is really cool to watch.”
• Ranking and Skill Ceiling: “…so I started training a lot more
when we're in competitions and taking a little more seriously
until like I think most recently, I think in Fall of 2019 or
something like that. I was able to squeak into like number six
in Southern California and I was like, oh cool, I felt like pretty
accomplished... I was proud of my performance.”
• Doing It For Fun: "Honestly, just for fun, I just enjoy doing it.
Obviously there’s things like tournament winnings and stuff.
They all play a little bit of a factor, but if I wasn’t having as
much fun as I am, I wouldn’t be doing it.”
• 1- UP: “...we've had discussions at tournaments...we talk
about, what are going to do about the future of this game? Is it
just going to disappear one day, just like how you know other
games have disappeared in the past? Is it just going to come
and go with us?.. I think there's definitely a sense of obligation
and responsibility a little bit to keep it going, to give it a 1-Up in
a way, but it's obviously something that I want to do.”

DISCUSSION

▪ Personal experiences and values define
the occupation of esports (Pierce, 2001)
▪ Esports has developed its own culture and
community that is becoming accepted by
society (Marelic’ & Vukusic, 2019)
▪ As esports is an occupation that also
reflects shifts and movements in society
with remaining pitfalls (Darvin, Vooris, &
Darvin et al., 2020; Kruthika, 2020)
▪ Esports developed a sense of camaraderie
and belonging for its participants (da
Costa, 2013; Hitch et al., 2014; Kay &
Brewis, 2017; Wilcock, 2007).

CONCLUSION
▪

▪

▪

IMPLICATIONS FOR OT
▪

Meaning

▪ Acceptance: “…My mom’s become really supportive of it. If
I’m on a game in Twitch and she’s home, she’ll watch it...It’s
just become something that she’s like “oh this is like
something serious, It’s not just something that he’s doing
that’s just going to kind of like fade.”
▪ Community and Friendship: “..I think more like holistically,
it's because you're achieving a goal together with somebody
else. You know, you're experiencing like victory or
experiencing like adrenaline with another person which I feel
like multiplies than the amount of enjoyment that you get out
of it as opposed to playing like by yourself...”

Added to body of literature to enhance
knowledge of occupations (Hocking,
2009).
Importance of the adding values to the
unique experiences that individuals
experience when participating in
occupations
Encouraged the value of community,
culture, friendship, and belonging in
occupations

▪
▪

Apply knowledge of esports to
occupational therapy practice
Guide future research in esports with
occupational therapy perspective
Future research within esports:
▪ Gender
▪ Age
▪ Socio-economic status
▪ Community
▪ Cultural Identity

